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Primary Forest Products

Industry at a Glance

Forest resources form the basis of the economy for many of Alberta’s rural
municipalities and Indigenous communities, and play an important role in the

diversification of the provincial economy.

Forestry currently:

Contributes more
than $5 billion to the
provincial economy

Accounts for an
estimated $1 billion
Supports
in direct employment
almost 19,000
income
Alberta jobs

In addition, spin-off and indirect employment is created for thousands
more, in Alberta’s secondary wood products industry and in other
related service and supply sectors.
About 50% of Alberta’s forest products are typically exported.
The major export markets were:

United States, China, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan
and the European Union.
In 2018, preliminary estimates are that Alberta exported
almost $2.8 billion in primary forest products - mainly
lumber, Oriented Strandboard, pulp, newprint and
fibreboard.
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For more information on Alberta’s
downstream value-added wood products
manufacturing and services industry,
please refer to the companion CAEP
Industry Profile titled “Value-Added Wood
Products and Services”.
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Industry at a Glance
Most of the industry’s jobs and economic impact benefits are felt in Alberta’s 70+ forest industry
host communities, including many Central Alberta region communities.
It is estimated that about 10% of Alberta’s primary forest products workforce now consists of
individuals self-identifying as Indigenous. Many of the harvesting, log hauling and reforestation
activities contracted and sustainably managed by government or forest tenure holders are now
(and increasingly) also being performed by Indigenous-owned businesses and contractors.
The Central Alberta region, including its neighbouring First Nations communities have continued
to be leaders in this regard. And this has further expanded the region’s available skilled and
experienced workforce and contracted service and supply capacities - in both woodlands and
mill operations.

Central Alberta’s Primary Forest Products Industry
(Including Woodlands Management and Primary Product Manufacturing)
686 Full and Part-Time Jobs (2018)
44 Businesses (2018)
Source: NWO Analytics, December 2018
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Alberta’s primary forest products industry consists of two major sub-sectors:

1.

Woodlands Management
forest stewardship and management*
planning, safety and training*
harvesting (logging)*
in-field preparation/sorting*
log hauling*
reforestation*

2.

* indicates service and supply capacity within CAEP region.

Primary Product Manufacturing
logs, peeler logs, and cants*
lumber*
Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)*
wood preservation*
pulp and newsprint
Oriented Strandboard and plywood
Medium Density Fibreboard

*Indicates manufacturing capacity within CAEP region. LVL considered a value-added engineered building product.
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Competitive Advantage
Although Alberta is recognized around the world as a major, land-intensive agricultural jurisdiction,

many are surprised to learn that forests cover almost 60% of Alberta’s total land mass, or

approximately 38 million hectares. This is roughly the same size as Japan.

With the vast majority of Alberta’s forest resource on Crown or publicaly-owned lands, Alberta
has long been committed to the principles of sustainable forest management and responsible
stewardship. These principles continue to be reflected in the development of legistlation,
regulations and policies for the protection, conservation and sustainable management of
Alberta’s forests and forest-based ecosystems.
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First and foremost, Alberta’s policy of sustainable forest mangement is designed to provide
ecological, economic, social and cultural opportunities for the use and benfit of both current and
future generations. This policy framework fully recognizes that:

Alberta primary forest
product companies are
also committed to providing
meaningful opportunities for
Indigenous communities and
residents to participate in
nearby harvesting and
other industry activity.

Alberta - and particularly Central
Alberta - is well-positioned in all
Woodlands Management and Primary
Product Manufacturing segments.
This will allow the industry to continue
to take full advantage of longer term
market demand, as well as new and
emerging opportunities across
North America and globally.

Wood is the most
environmentally-friendly
building material - unlike
other building materials, wood
products have the ability to
store carbon and reduce the
negaitve impacts of climate
change.
First Nations, Metis and other
Indigenous communities often
Healthy forests play
have cultural, historical or other land
an important role in
use values that could be impacted
mitigating climate change
by
harvesting activity. Alberta primary
- as young forests grow,
forest product companies are all
they sequester carbon.
committed to consulting with these
communities and to working with
them to help mitigate potential
adverse impacts.
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It has long been the law in Alberta that the amount of timber harvesting be fully-regulated, by
Forest Management Agreement (FMA) area, to ensure that it does not exceed the sustainable
level represented by the approved Annual Allowable Cut (AAC).
Central Alberta’s four main FMA areas are all located in or near the western part of the Central
Alberta Economic Partnership (CAEP) region.
Each of these FMAs reflect another example of government foresters and biologists working
alongside industry representatives to ensure forest values and harvest levels are purdently and
responsibly maintained for future generations.
To a forest company, this means ensuring more trees are being grown than are being harvested.
it also means maintaining harvest levels over a longer term planning horizon, in order to sustain
forest-based jobs and communities - all while maintaining wildlife habitat, air, water and soil
quality.
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On average, Alberta’s forest industry replants more than 2 trees for every 1 that is
harvested. This helps maintain and ensure long-term forest health.
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Leadership,
Innovation and
Competitiveness

Even though Alberta’s primary forest products
industry has had to deal with the termination
of the Canada-US Softwood Lumber
Agreement, and subsequent imposition of
US tariffs on Canadian lumber, the Alberta
industry has performed much better than
many had expected.
Ongoing product and process innovation,
market diversification, higher North American
prices, and more value-added production
have all contributed to easing the burden of
the US tariffs.
Still, many experts believe that there is just
not enough available softwood lumber
capacity in North America to meet current US
demand projections for 2020 and beyond.
Clearly, this will further benefit preferred
global supplier jurisdictions such as Alberta.
Alberta remains a leader in the development
and manufacturing of innovative, sustainablyproduced primary and secondary wood
products. The Province’s many competitive
advantages and strengths will only ensure
that this reputation continues well into the
furture.
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Alberta’s stringent environmental and forest products standards have not
only made Alberta a global leader in forest stewardship and managment, they
continue to drive innovation, process efficiencies and, ultimately, overall industry
competitiveness.
This is why global customers looking for environmentally-sustainable, highquality and cost-competitive produts consistently demand primary and secondary
wood products manufactured from Alberta’s sustainably managed forests ...
including many manufactured in the Central Alberta region.
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Central Alberta Advantage

The Central Alberta region’s key competitiveness (investment attraction)
drivers include:
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Healthy, sustainably-managed forests and welcoming host communitites.
A pro-competitive tax and business investment climate.
An innovative, skilled and experienced workforce.
Excellent access to competitive transportation networks and services.
The ability to produce some of the highest-quality primary forest products in the world (owing
in large part to the Province’s cold winters and, more specifically cold soils).
“Best-in-class” forest companies and availability of highly-competitive service and supply
contractors.
Ongoing opportunities and incentives for utilizing wood waste to generate electricity and
ongoing heat in a more carbon-friendly way.
An enviable standard of living and high quality of life for residents.
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Learn More About These and Other Central
Alberta Opportunities
Central Alberta Economic Partnership
5013 - 49 Avenue
Red Deer, AB T4N 3X1
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Phone: (403) 357-2237
Website: caepalberta.com
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